Human care handle bed FBH-730／720
Instruction manual
取扱説明書
Caution
○For safety, be sure to read the “Safety Guide” before use.
Accidents may damage the bed.
１．How to use the handle
① Handles are lined up on the foot side of the bed body.（Refer graph 1）
② Pull out only one handle to be used (① in Fig.2),put the grip(②in Fig.2)
③ Turn right to raise. Turn to the left to lower (See Fig.3)
④ It is the end point when the feel of turning the handle becomes heavy. After use, put back the handle
and retract the handle. If the handle is in a position where it can’t be stored, turn it in the opposite
direction and store it.

Caution
○ If the feel of turning the handle becomes heavy, don’t force it.
Risk of injury due to damage.
○ Don’t rotate with other handles. The handle may be narrow
due to the narrow space between the handles.
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Caution
○ Lock the casters when not moving. To fail to do so,
it may move unexpectedly and cause an accident.

２．How to operate the switching lever（Dedicated for FBH-720）

．

By operating the switching lever, when you raise your back, you can switch between
only raising your back and interlocking with raising your legs.
＊Be sure to perform the operation when the floorboard is horizontal. The lever
may not move, injury or damage to the bed may occur.
＊Don’t use the switching lever at an angle. (See Fig.4)
○ When the lever is horizontal as shown in the figure, the leg lift moves in
conjunction.
○ When the lever is horizontal as shown in the figure, the leg lift moves in
conjunction.
Back raising and leg raising are linked.
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